Social Impact Monitoring Report 2015
(September 2014- September 2015)
Green Diamond Resource Company collects input from community members on a continuous
basis. When Company employees have interactions with community members, we ask that
they fill out a Community Stakeholder Input form and forward that to the Company’s FSC
coordinator. Those forms are reviewed and action is taken when necessary. The forms are
then input into a database to track the issues that arise over time. This allows the Company to
identify significant issues or trends of concern in the community. Other information that will be
integrated into the stakeholder input database is feedback from Day in the Forest tours that the
Company conducts each year. In 2014, the Company added a second Day in the Forest for the
Osher Lifelong Institute (OLLI) program at Humboldt State University.
Other input opportunities for the public are through the Company’s main telephone number
and using several e-mail addresses on the website including one on the FSC page set up to
receive comments fsc@greendiamond.com
All of the information goes into the database and is considered annually to identify trends.
Since the Company started collecting data in 2013, we are considering a running dataset. In
2014, there were several comments on the speed of logging trucks in the Hunter Creek areaWe
also received complaints (two from the same source) regarding gunfire in close proximity to our
property line in McKinleyville. We worked with the Sheriff’s Department and determined the
shooting was done by trespassers. We then blocked off a trial and installed new signs along the
property boundary.
In 201, the common theme on the range of issues is that each was able to be resolved by
follow-up and education with the commenter. Community members contacted us with
concerns based on misunderstandings. Company employees took the time to meet and talk
with the person/people to clarify and all issues were resolved.
Comments from the Stakeholder Outreach meetings held on August 20, 2014 and August 20,
2015 are being integrated and considered in the Social Impact monitoring. Additionally, input
from three separate Day in the Forest tours that were held on September 12 & 19, 2014 and
September 11, 2015 will also be integrated in the Social Impact monitoring. This way,
comments and follow-up can be considered together.

